
Observer Report

Month/Date/Year 2/14/2022

City Council COW

Mark City Council Members that are present:
All were present, Alderman Biagi was remote
though.

Mark staff members that are present: Wayne Zingsheim, Sarah Mitchell

Other staff present: Chief Kaminski, Chief Sorensen

Media coverage? Not sure

Was there a quorum? Yes

Number of Attendees Few (1-5)

Was the agenda posted in advance? Yes

Sufficient time for public comments? Yes

Topics of Note/Interesting Topic

Police: There was an agenda item that
Alderman Moran did not provide consent on
so it was removed. The discussion was
difficult to follow because of audio and the
specificity of the content related to a towing
service contract.

The police department handled 2 COVID
"Mask" demonstrations in town; "both were
very peaceful."

7 corners may be removed from the current
plan in town due to a shortage in available
labor.
There was discussion over promoting a 3 hour
minimum in the job description and offering
increased pay to employee. Need to look at
the agreements with the schools. May need
help from schools to deal with any increased
costs.



Topics of Note/Interesting Topic

Fire: 2021 Annual Report was presented.
January 2021 was a record breaking month
for Park Ridge in terms of responding to over
500 calls for service (17-18/day on average).
The # of Health Care facilities + hospitals in
the community was the "drive" that brought
the increase.

Discussion over "scheduled patient transports"
and costs to the department. There was a
discussion over the average increase in time
to travel to emergencies and Chief explained
that the # is related to the increase in calls
overall. Chief pointed out that PR would need
to take into account with a potential increase
in assisted living facilities in town there will be
an increased need for possibly more
equipment and department costs. Estimates of
calls to/from Fire Dept are at least double the
increase in calls (could be up to 4 times) the
projected # of calls.

Topics of Note/Interesting Topic

Public Works: John Moran flipped Discussion
Item vs Action Items due to Sustainability
Commission in attendance: Compost
Franchise Agreement

Wayne Zingsheim - Dir of Public Works -
opened up the discussion looking for
consensus on whether to seek a RFP for
hauling organics to go beyond what is
currently contracted in town (for 88
households thus far).

Brian Matza from the Sustainability
Commission responded to questions that
Alderman Melidosian brought forth due to
wanting to understand the ride along program
for yard waste + organics.

Harmony Harrington had questions about
"franchise agreement" with the city and what
the semantics are behind that with Collective



Resource Compost. Response from the
Commission was that the benefit is that a
single family home cost could reduce the cost
to residents by 40% and for the service to gain
density.

Commissioner Matza mentioned that Mayor
Maloney brought in the suggestion to go out
for bid with other companies beyond the
current hauler already in Park Ridge
(Collective Resource). The vendor would be
handling all the signups.

Wayne Zingsheim reminded everyone about a
problem when a franchise program came to
the fore related to trash disposal. John Moran
mentioned the taxi franchise program in the
past also didn't come to fruition.

Alder Harrington asked whether or not a pilot
for 2 years is an option vs an exclusive nature
of the franchise agreement.

John Moran confirmed in the meeting that
Groot is not offering a ride along option for
Park Ridge at this time. Our contract will be
renegotiated in 2 years.

Commissioner Andrea Cline addressed the
council to answer further questions as well as
ensure the intention of the Commission to
educate the community on environmental
issues.

John Moran brought up the financial sense of
how diverting food scraps makes financial
sense as well as environmental sense.

All were in favor of going to RFP for diverting
food scraps so as not to immediately enter
into a franchise agreement (which they hope
to get out within 3 months) without having
more bids to consider.



Time-sensitive topics

Any topics relevant to LWVPR positions?

Perhaps the composting discussion, but that
should not be a difficult action item when it
comes to council.

Were members civil to each other and the public? Yes

If no, explain:

Officials attentive and alert? Yes

Facilities (select any deficits)
Couldn't hear, It was difficult to hear Alderman
Moran during Chief K's Police report.

Was the agenda followed as it was published? No

If agenda was not followed as it was published, describe
why:

Flipped the agenda item so that Sustainability
Commissioners could speak first/early.

Any other observations about the meeting?

What time did meeting adjourn? 9:06:00 PM


